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Abstract: A University with its cutting edge state of the art infrastructure heavily relies on communication and information processing from one key location to another. This research paper focuses on Rashtrasant Tukdoji Maharaj Nagpur University. As its case study, and appears at the development of an records processing infrastructure containing hardware and software program modules that are set up and ported on a number key locations within an institute. Although with such excessive precedence of communication, most of the universities nonetheless use a timber word board striking on a wall to show daily announcements or paper primarily based attendance system. The over-reliance of this practice in a college is still now not adequate to skip applicable statistics around. The foremost electricity of the lookup work is its usability and facts processing in the course of the tutorial or business vicinity. The modules include a large spread touch display appearing as a digital notice board showing facts to students. An admin panel that would handle network communication, software interface created via web technology and teacher interface that would upload information to be displayed on the notice board.
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